1. Has Japan on American TV changed how you watch television? View parodies? Think about national stereotypes?

2. How do the TV programs analyzed in Japan on American TV portray dominant discourses on Japan during different turning points in US-Japan relations? How do they represent different patterns of globalization?

3. Why do US programs about Japan usually include American characters?

4. How has gender played a large role in television representations of Japan? Please give an example.

5. Should we take "playful" television programs seriously? Why or why not? Can television teach us things that other media cannot?

6. Can television lead to the cross-cultural understanding needed to initiate real political, social, or economic change?

7. Are there any advantages or dangers to learning about Japan only from watching American TV parodies?
INTRODUCTION: VIEWING JAPAN ON AMERICAN TV

1. KAMIKAZE PILOTS BECOME JUDO JACKS ON TELEVISION CARTOONS

2. SCREAMING SAMURAI LIVE FROM NEW YORK CITY

3. SESAME STREET’S BIG BIRD GOES TO BUBBLE-ERA JAPAN

4. AMERICAN CHILDREN TEACH JAPAN IN ANIMATED SITCOMS

5. UNIVERSITY ANIME CLUBS BROADCAST “LOVING VERSIONS OF RACISM”

6. FOREIGN TIDYING GURUS FIX LOCAL FAMILIES

AFTERWORD: AS PARODIED ON TV

“Whether in Sesame Street or Gilligan’s Island, The Simpsons or Tidying up with Marie Kondo, Japan has powerfully figured in the post-postwar US imaginary through ‘cutification.’ Freedman traces this lineage with an astuteness that is both sharp-edged and arousing, considering how these parodies and stereotypes of ‘cute Japan’ work as effectively as politically. This is a wonderful book to think with, teach with, or just enjoy.”

— ANNE ALLISON, Duke University

“This smart and revealing study of the stereotypes of Japan created, circulated, and perpetuated on American television is fun and funny, eminently readable, and occasionally unsettling. Freedman’s insightful analysis will ensure you never look at John Belushi or Marie Kondo, The Flintstones or The Simpsons, Sesame Street or Portlandia, in quite the same way ever again.”

— BILL TSUTSUI, Ottawa University

“Exploring old favorites and new hits alike, Japan on American TV takes on Sesame Street, South Park, SNL samurai, Marie Kondo, and much more. Freedman has us chuckling, cringing, and most importantly, thinking critically. Original, fun to read, and superbly researched, this timely book leaves no doubt about the cultural power of TV.”

— JAN BARDISLEY, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

EXTRACTED EXTERNAL LINKS & RESOURCES:
Click here for the book introduction and full list of discussion questions:
https://cupblog.org/2022/03/02/jon-wilson-in-conversation-with-alisa-freedman-on-japan-on-american-tv/
https://newbooksnetwork.com/japan-on-american-tv